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STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

AT THE SECURITY COUNCIL, 11 JUNE, 1963

That I so eeea speak to you again/1 re-fleoks-giy concern that the

United Nations observation assistance called for in the terms of disengagement

in Yemen as agreed upon by the parties -tail be provided with the least possible
*TfeQ̂ QMt4stJL

delay. I am,naturally, dmaap̂ lBfô JtomJioaiiia that the informal consultations

that have been going on in the effort to achieve general agreement on

the wording of the resolution relating to,the Yemen Observation Mission

I am impelled to say that I feel strongly that it would not be in

the interest of peace in the Near East, and certainly not in the interest of

this organization, if it should for any reason fail "fo provide the

observation assistance requested by the parties, or to delay doing so much

longer.

From my informal talks with members of this Council I have the firm

impression that everyone agrees that the observation function called for

should be provided. This, in my view, is a key point, along with two

other key points, namely that the jarties concerned are themselves agreed

on the need for UN observation and have asked for it, and that the parties

also are prepared to bear the cost of the operation for a period of two

months, and possibly for a total period of four months, should that prove

necessary.

It is not, then, as I see it, the question of the establishment of

the proposed Observation Mission that is really now at issue in the Council,

since everyone agrees that this operation is necessary. Rather it is the

question of what and how much should go into a resolution about that matter.
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Personally, I do not consider a resolution on this question to be

indispensable to the...UN undertaking the required observation-role. I do not, by
"̂\ -̂̂ "

any means, object to a resolution, if one cap Icjê -agreed upon, but there is, I
•̂\̂  -̂>*'

believe, ample basis for proceedingjwi*te5out one. The recently concluded IM^ 7\̂
operation in West Irian, Jter̂ example, which wassmueh larger and involved much

more in the way Q#1ailitary personnel than is envisageof&r Yemen, was established

^ \-v.and carripdxthrough to its successful conclusion without any resttlution by this

^ \
or, indeed, ever having been brought up in this Council.

In—lieu of a resolution, it seemsjto_j3e.,that it would be possibJLe to deal

with the question by haTOteJthe^President of the Council s£&fee" the consensus or
""""'"' ^^"^

""""-- "̂̂record, the varylrig points of^riew expressed by the members, assummarize

has^Been done in this body on occasion iri^the pasfo

I am prepared to get the operation underway immediately. Ae—aomy-of1 "yBtt-

WDJ^iJs£MjffliiM^t^

=fetefr

1ffiS! îmt%eî ';<In

:st!td±3!£y1'"&5i?R%hê ^
'SKusmsssAvsfseasssfg! ,..o every aspec

{-Q̂ LadiM XLt will be a modest mission, not exceeding 200 people, including some
i

carefully selected and experienced military officer observers and a small number

of other ranks. Its duration should not exceed four months and it could be

concluded in two. In the event more than two months should be required, I would

certainly inform this Council ofthis fact in advance.
To

Finally, I -awst/warn that there is growing evidence that the agreement on the

terms of dissngagement Gaanfcft hold^much 1-oageg if the UN observation personnel is

not on the spot. J-*n*Ln1?!iolxn^^
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(in event of the US resolution is not pressed to a vote)

It has proved impossible to achieve agreement on a resolution relating to

the proposed Yemen operation. Paradoxically, this occurs with regard to a

matter on which, it appears, everyone present here is in agreement — namely the

provision of UN observation assistance in the Yemen situation at the request of

the parties themselves.

I have followed this debate most intently and carefully, and I am

convinced from it that every member of this Council does, in fact, in the interest

of keeping peace in the Near East, wish to meet the request for UN observation

assistance. What actually confronts us now is that three Arab States seek

very reasonable and practical UN help in avoiding a war situation and it is

unthinkable that this help would not be given to them by the organization. I do

not, therefore, indeed, I cannot, interpret the inability of the Council to agree

on the wording of a resolution on the matter as precluding the provision of the

assistance required

It follows that, in the light of all the circumstances, I must advise the

Council that I feel duty bound to proceed with the establishment of the Yemen

Observation Mission and I intend to instruct General Von Horn to accompany

advance elements to the area without further delay. To do otherwise, would be a

disservice to the interests of peace in the area, and to the Organization as well.

My action, most assuredly, is without prejudice to the positions taken by members

of the Council in the course of the debate on certain aspects of this matter. These

positions, of course, are all set forth in the records of the meetings.

I shall, without fail, keep the Council fully informed on the Yemen operation

by means of regular reports.



(in event of a veto)

The outcome just recorded is, naturally, an unhappy one, since

marks an inability to reach agreement on a very important matter.

Paradoxically, this disagreement relates to a matter on which, it

appears, everyone present here is in agreement -- namely the provision

of UN observation assistance in the Yemen situation at the request of

the parties themselves.

I have followed this debate most intently and carefully, and I

am convinced from/It that every member of this Council does, in fact,

in the interest of keeping peace in the Near East, wish to meet the

request for UN observation assistance. The situation now confronting us

is that three Arab States, seek very reasonable and practical UN help in
f̂

eliminating a war threat and it is unthinkable that this help would not

be given by the Organization. I do not, therefore, indeed, I cannot

interpret the inability of the Council to agree on the wording of a

resolution on this matter as precluding the provision of the assistance

required.

It follows that, in the light of all the circumstances, I must

advise the Council that I feel duty bound to proceed with the establishment

of the Yemen Observation Mission along the lines indicated in my reports,

and I intend to instruct General Von Horn to accompany advance elements

to the area without any more delay. To do otherwise, I am convinced,

would be a disservice to the interests of peace in the area and to the



STATEMENT BI THE SECRETARY GENERAL
.'
/

I have already communicated to this Council in my

four reports relating to developments affecting the Yemen

situation, ray conception of the measures involving United

Nations action which raight be taken in fulfilment of the

terms of disengagement accepted by the parties. These measures,

in the form of a UK observation function, have been carefully

studied and though the physical conditions in the area are

rugged, they are considered feasible within the scope indicated,

As I have already reported to the Council,, there are at

this time no financial implications for the United Nations

involved in the proposed observation operation, in view of the

fact that the Governments of Saudi Arabia and the United Arab

Republic have agreed to defray the expense of the operation

over a period of two months.

In addition to this, I think that I need say only that

General Von Horn is alerted and is ready to proceed to the area

with elements of an advance party on twenty-four hours notice.

Reports reaching me recently underscore a growing urgency of

the need for the United Nations pgeeonce^
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standing and effectiveness of this Organization. My action most assuredly, is

without prejudice to the positions taken by members of the Council in the

course of the debate on certain aspects of this matter. These positions,

of course, are all set forth in the records of the meetings.

I shall, without fail, keep the Council fully informed on the

Yemen operation by means of regular reports.
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"The Security Council.

Having eonsidered the reports of the Secretary-General

on some developments relating to Yemen (documents S/5298, S/532I,

S/5323 and S/5325), .

Notinq'Y'fche initiativeT$r tne~S§cfetary-General;as it is

mentioned about in his report S/5298, "about certain aspects of

the situation in Yemen of external origin", and aimed at achievement

of a peaceful settlement and "ensuring against any developments

in that situation which might threaten the peace of the area",

Taking into account that followinginegotiations with the partici-

pation of the Secretary-General, the parties concerned agree«|£—im-

part ieurlâ  on «̂ u««iCilii!'y of sending to the border area between

Yemen and Saudi Arabia of "tiie limited number of the UN observers

for the two months period Hi>ith tkeirr su.battqu.eiti

I. Takes note of the agreement mentioned above;

2« Authorizes the Secretary-General to take necessary measures

to implement the abovementiojafe&_agreementM

3. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Security

Council &fe©u£ the implementation of this decision."



^
provided that on the expiry of that period the Security /

> /Council wali/aain eonsid«er this u e s t i o n — J

taking into account that the financing of that operation

v/ill be effectuated on the conditions mentioned in the Secretary-
^ ""*"

GeneralC, report S/5325. —•—J
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The Security Council,,

Haying noted the reports of the Secretary General on

developments relating to Yemen (S/5298, S/5321, S/5323

and

further and with s at isf_ action that the parties di-

rectly concerned with the situation affecting Yeraen have con-

firmed their acceptance of identical terras of disengagement

in Yemen,

Endorses the establishment of the observation operation

proposed by the Secretary General, as defined in the above-

mentioned reports, and

Ur^es the parties concerned to observe fully the terms of

disengagement as reported in document S/̂ 298, and to refrain

from any actions which would increase tension in the area,
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; • • ' : ' STATKHBST BIT THE 3ECRfcTAH¥ GEi^HAL

I -have already communicated to this Council In ny

four reports relating to developments Affecting the Yemen

situation^ ray conception of the measures involving United

Nations action whleh Kight be taken in fulfilr-ient of the

terms of dis-cmgsge'nent accented by tV; part les a These me

in the fcPffi'of A TTH observation function^ have been carefully

studied and though the physical conditions in the erea are

rugged, they are considered feasible within the scope Indicated*

As I have already reported to the Councilp there are at

this tima no financial implications for the United Nations

involved in'Vh© proposed observation onoraticr . j , in ^iew of the
, , ' . ' ? • t

""'• - * f.?ct that the Governrr-erits of Saudi Arabia ^r..l the United Arab

Republic have agreed to defray the axponso of tho operation

over a perlodvpf two months.
' - *

In addition to this, I think th-^t I need say only that'

'Gfsnaral Von Horn is elected and is roady to ••"ocQod to the area

'™ ' 'with elements of an advâ c's part? on twenty-four ho -^s n.otlo©e
* , ' • * • '

Ksports resfchin^ we recently underscore a growing urgency of

t'he neod for the United Nations v-----^' -^

I'


